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Cases in 2018

Cases in June

3,111 children from refusal families in 15 high-risk districts have been vaccinated thanks to community influencers in the southeastern region.

Data as of 30 June 2018
Community influencers achieve remarkable results: 100% of refusal children vaccinated in Ganyan district

In the south-east region, community influencers - namely mullahs - are used in the absence of social mobilisers. 77 influencers are working in 15 districts across four provinces: Paktia, Khost, Ghanzi and Paktika. Their objective is to address the concerns of 9,479 chronic and new refusal families.

Before each campaign, they conduct meetings with community elders, make announcements in mosques, and share information on the benefits of polio vaccination. During the campaign, they visit refusal families.

The results are remarkable. In Ganyan district, the influencers managed to vaccinate 100% of refusal families: 158 children. Across the remaining 14 districts, 2,953 children have been vaccinated that would have otherwise been refused the vaccine.